Laptop Stand Instruction Steps

Insert the support in the slot of your desired
height

7

Turn both laptop
supports (2). Make sure that both laptop
supports are right angles to the top plate

9

The top plate rest on the middle plate and
the laptop supports are in the laptop slot. The
laptop stand is now ready to use

11

Lift the top plate of the stand (1)

8

Lower the top plate and make sure that both
laptop supports go into the laptop slot

10

12

Laptop Stand Instruction Steps

The bottom side of a stand

1

Flip over the document holder

2

Flip over the whole stand

Flip over until parallel with the stand

3

Grab top and middle plate of stand and leave
bottom on the table

5

4

Open the stand en put in desired slot of your
height
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Tablet Stand Instruction Steps
3
4

The top plate (3) is right-angled with the
middle plate (4).

8

And turn both tablet
support at the same time (use both hands).
Make sure you turn the tablet support until
the hook is in front of the tablet slot

9

1

1

2
2
Make sure that the hooks of the tablet supports go into the tablet slots, while (1) lifting
the top plate until it is vertical.

10

Make sure that the tablet support is hooked
around the middle plate. Your Tablet stand is
ready for use

12

1

2

Move the tablet hook into
the slot (1) and then move the hook around
the middle plate (2) until the hook is
right-angled with the middle plate
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Tablet Stand Instruction Steps

The bottom side of a stand

1

2

Grab top and middle plate of the stand and
leave the bottom on the table

4

3

Open the stand en put in desired slot of your
height

5

Insert the support in the slot of your desired
height

6

Flip over the whole stand

Flip over the document holder
until parallel with the stand

Lift the top plate of the stand (1)

7

